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Abstract

This paper presents novel approaches to parallelizing particle in-
teractions on a GPU when there are few particles per cell and the
interactions are limited by a cutoff distance. The paper surveys classi-
cal algorithms and then introduces two alternatives that aim to utilize
shared memory. The first approach copies the particles of a sub-box,
while the second approach loads particles in a pencil along the X-axis.
The different implementations are compared on three GPU models
using Cuda and Hip. The results show that the X-pencil approach
can provide a significant speedup but only in very specific cases.

1 Introduction

Computing pairwise interactions in N-body simulations is a fundamental
problem in many scientific and engineering applications. While the worst
case complexity is quadratic relatively to the number of particles, if the
interaction kernel decays exponentially with the distance, we can use a cutoff
to reduce significantly the number of interactions that need to be computed
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while maintaining a satisfactory level of accuracy. A classical implementation
of this strategy is to rely on a grid-based approach, where the simulation
domain is divided into a regular grid, and particles are assigned to the grid
cells. The interactions are then computed between particles in the same cell
and between particles in neighboring cells.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of computing pairwise interactions
with a cutoff in a grid on a GPU. More precisely, we consider the case where
there are few particles per cell, i.e., the number of particles is such that
several cells can be loaded in shared memory, which is a common scenario
in many applications, with the aim to develop an efficient implementation
using shared memory. 1

The main contribution of this paper is as follows:

• We propose two approaches to perform the computation while effi-
ciently using shared memory: full load and pencil load. The full load
places all the cells of a 3D sub-box into shared memory, whereas the
pencil load covers a sub-box with a size greater than one only in the X
dimension;

• We compare both approaches and study their performance and limita-
tions on both NVIDIA and AMD architectures.

We also describe a straightforward implementation of the prefix sum al-
gorithm on GPU with minimal memory accesses. It can be seen as an im-
provement of the Blelloch’s algorithm [1, 2] or a variation of Ladner et al.
algorithm [8].2

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides back-
ground information on the problem of computing pairwise interactions with
a cutoff in a grid. Section 3 presents the motivation and problem statement.
Section 5 describes the proposed solution in detail. Section 8 discusses the
related work. Section 7 presents the experimental results. Finally, Section 9
concludes the paper and outlines directions for future work.

1The source code is open-source and available at https://gitlab.inria.fr/
bramas/gpu-particle-interaction

2The original Blelloch implementation perform a swap that can be avoided,
but similar technics already exist in some implementations, such as the HIP
prefix sum https://github.com/ROCm/HIP-Examples/blob/master/
HIP-Examples-Applications/PrefixSum/PrefixSum.cpp
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2 Background

The desired behavior of the pairwise interactions betweenN particles consists
in computing the interactions between all pairs of particles (i, j) such that
i ̸= j and rij < rc, where rij is the distance between particles i and j, and rc
is the cutoff radius. The interactions are typically computed using a kernel
function K(rij) that depends on the distance between the particles. The
kernel function is usually chosen to be a smooth function that decays rapidly
with the distance, such as the Gaussian function or the B-Spline function. If
we perform the computation naively, the complexity of computing all pairwise
interactions is O(N2), which is prohibitive for large values of N . This is why
a more advanced implementation consists in using a grid-based approach,
where the simulation domain is divided into a regular grid, and particles
are assigned to the grid cells. The interactions are then computed between
particles from the same cell and between particles in neighboring cells, which
leads to a linear complexity O(N) when the number of particles per cell is
bounded by a constant.

On GPU, this approach is usually implemented as follows. The parti-
cles’ values, such as their positions, are stored in a structure-of-arrays (SoA)
format, where each component of the position vector is stored in a separate
array. For each particle, we compute its cell index using its physical position,
without moving the particles in memory. This operation is done in parallel.
Then, we count the number of particles per cell, which can also be done
in parallel by using atomic operations. The resulting array is then used to
compute in parallel the prefix sum, which allows knowing where the particles
that belong to a given cell should be located in the arrays (Figure 1). We
use the prefix array to move the particles in a secondary array (this opera-
tion is not done in-place), which can be done in parallel using again atomic
operations to select the positions of the particles in their corresponding cell’s
memory chunk. Finally, the interactions are computed between particles in
the same cell and between particles in neighboring cells and their positions
are updated.

3 Motivation and Problem Statement

In this paper, we focus on the computation of pairwise interactions with a
cutoff in a grid on a GPU, when there are few particles per cell. Depending
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#Particles per cells [ 2 , 1 , 3 , 0, 2 , 1 ]
#Offset cell [ 0 , 2 , 3 , 6 , 6 , 8 , 9 ]

Figure 1: Example of a 2x3 cell grid with 9 particles. We use an array that
contains the number of particles per cell and use it to compute the prefix
sum.

on the interaction kernel, the problem can be memory bound or compute
bound. In the case of a memory-bound problem, the main challenge is to
minimize the number of global memory accesses. Consequently, we aim to
develop an efficient implementation using shared memory for this case.

We focus on the interaction kernel, considering that the input data are
the positions of the particles, the number of particles per cell, the starting
index of each cell in the sorted array, and the physical values. The output
data are physical values, such as the forces and the potential energy of each
particle. The values are organized in a SoA format, where each component
is stored in a separate array.

The width of the cells of the grid is at least equal to the cutoff length,
which ensure that the interaction list of a particle must be in the cell where
the particle is located or its neighbors. In the target scenario, the number
of particles per cell is bounded, and the distribution of particles is almost
uniform. In case a large portion of the simulation box is empty, or if the
particles are clusterized in different parts of the simulation box, most of the
approaches would not be adapted because most of them are parallelized over
the cells, which would ends in testing all the empty cells to see if there is any
work to do. Consequently, if there are empty cells, they should be removed
by working only on the filled part of the simulation box.
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4 Straightforward Solutions

In this section, we describe various simple and intuitive approaches for which
we could not find foundational references. Related work is discussed in Sec-
tion 8.

4.1 Naive Implementation (Par-Part-NoLoop)

The naive implementation consists in using one thread per particle (i.e.,
parallelization is done over the particles), and each thread computes the
interactions between its particle (the target) with all the other particles (the
sources) of the same cell and its neighbors. There is no loop over the particles,
and no use of the shared memory. Potentially, threads of the same warp can
access the same source particles, which will factorize the memory access, and
potentially benefit from the L1 cache. The global memory accesses are not
coalesced when accessing the source particles, but are coalesced when loading
the target particle. The pseudocode of this implementation is provided in
Algorithm 1.

4.2 Naive Flexible Implementation (Par-Part-Loop)

This implementation is similar to Par-Part-NoLoop, but we use a loop over
the target particles. Consequently, the only difference is that the number of
threads or blocks can be arbitrarily selected and not necessarily equal to the
number of particles.

4.3 Cell-based Implementation (Par-Cell)

In this implementation, we use one thread-block per cell, and each thread of
this thread-block computes the interaction for a given particle of the cell. If
there are more threads than particles in the cell, some of them will be idle.
There are loops over the cells and the particles, such that the number of
threads or blocks can be arbitrary and not necessarily equal to the number
of cells or maximum particles per cell. There is no use of the shared mem-
ory, and the global memory accesses are not necessarily coalesced, but the
source particles are actually the same for all the thread in a thread-block,
leading to the same memory accesses. We provide the pseudocode of this
implementation in Algorithm 2.
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Input: Particle data, cell data
Output: The v array of the particles is modified

Function Par-Part-NoLoop(particles, cells);
begin

idx ← threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * blockDim.x;
if idx < number of particles then

part target ← particles[idx];
cell idx ← getCellFromPos(part target);
for cell src ← cells[getNeighbourList(cell idx)] do

forall particles part source in cell src do
if part source ̸= part target then

p2p interaction(part target, part source);
end

end

end

end

end
Algorithm 1: Simplified Par-Part-NoLoop implementation. The total
number of threads instantiated must be equal or greater than the number
of particles.

Input: Particle data, cell data
Output: The v array of the particles is modified

Function Par-Cell(particles, cells);
begin

for cell target idx ← blockIdx.x to number of cells step
gridDim.x do

cell target ← cells[cell target idx];
for part target idx ← threadIdx.x to cell target.size step
blockDim.x do

part target ← particles[part target idx +
cell target.offset];
for cell src ← cells[getNeighbourList(cell target idx)] do

forall particles part source in cell src do
if part source ̸= part target then

p2p interaction(part target, part source);
end

end

end

end

end

end
Algorithm 2: Simplified Par-Cell implementation.
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4.4 Cell-based Implementation with Shared Memory
(Par-Cell-SM)

This implementation is similar to Par-Cell, but we use shared memory to load
the particles of the cells and the neighboring cells. This allows to access the
global memory once for each particle (per thread-block), and then multiple
accesses are performed in the shared memory. The cells are loaded one after
the other, and potentially in several steps, such that even if there are many
particles per cell, this approach remains efficient and will not necessarily
require a large amount of shared memory (ideally the number of particles
that can be stored in the shared memory buffer should be a multiple of the
number of threads in the thread-block). Algorithm 3 provides the pseudocode
of his implementation.
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Input: Particle data, cell data, size of the shared memory
Output: The v array of the particles is modified

Function Par-Cell(particles, cells, sm size);
begin

shared sm particles[sm size];
for cell target idx ← blockIdx.x to number of cells step
gridDim.x do

cell target ← cells[cell target idx];
for part target idx ← threadIdx.x to cell target.size +
blockDim.x - 1 step blockDim.x do

thread compute ← (part target idx < cell target.size);
if thread compute then

part target ← particles[part target idx +
cell target.offset];

end
for cell src ← cells[getNeighbourList(cell target idx)] do

for part src idx ← 0 to cell src.size step blockDim.x
do

copy particles(sm particles, particles, cell src,
part src idx);
if thread compute then

forall particles part source in sm particles do
if part source ̸= part target then

p2p interaction(part target,
part source);

end

end

end

end

end

end

end

end
Algorithm 3: Simplified Par-Cell-Sm implementation.
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5 Proposed Solutions

We propose two approaches to perform the computation while using shared-
memory in a more advanced way: full load (All-in-SM) and pencil load (X-
pencil). In both cases, the idea is to copy particles in shared memory and
use them to compute several interactions, instead of loading one particle for
each interaction. A main difference with the Par-Cell-SM approach is that
we consider that there are few particles per cell, hence we aim at loading
several cells in shared memory together, i.e. a thread-block should manage
more than one cell.

5.1 Full Load (All-in-SM)

In this strategy, we aim to maximize the use of the particles loaded in shared
memory. The pattern is as follows. We know that, aside from the border
cells, each cell is accessed by 33 cells (including self-cell interaction), as are
the particles. This also applies to a sub-box of cells, where each internal
cell is used by 33 cells. The cells on the border of the sub-box are used
between 9 and 1 times, as they are ghost cells (they only contain source
particles). Therefore, we can load a sub-box into shared memory to leverage
the repeated reuse of the cells. The size of the sub-box that can be loaded is
limited by the amount of shared memory available per thread-block. Since
the grid/thread configuration and the size of shared memory are fixed at
kernel launch, we need to determine the dimension of the sub-box before
invoking the kernel. To achieve this, we retain the maximum number of
particles in a cell when computing the prefix sum of the number of particles
per cell, denoted as MC . Given that we know the number of floating-point
values required per particle, we deduce the maximum memory occupancy
of a cell in shared memory, denoted as MC∗, and request this size for each
cell we intend to load as dynamic shared memory at kernel invocation time.
This also implies that a portion of the shared-memory buffer might remain
unused if one or more cells contain fewer than MC particles. Consequently,
we expect that the effectiveness of the method will be tied to the uniformity
of the distribution and the difference between the maximum (MC) and the
average number of particles per cell.

To find the dimension of the sub-box we can assign to a thread-block,
we first divide the size of the available shared memory by MC∗, which gives
us the maximum cells we can load. This number is not necessarily a power
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(a) 2D example of sub-box con-
figuration.

Target cells

Ghost cells

Unused cells

(b) Example of the cells used by a sub-box.

Figure 2: 2D example of sub-box configuration. In this case, consider that
the maximum number of cells that can be loaded is 5×4 = 20. As it includes
the ghost cells, the final target cells form a rectangle of 3×2 cells (Figure 2a).
Each rectangle (sub-box in 3D) is assigned to a thread-block and is loaded
with its neighbors in shared memory (Figure 2b). We have the guarantee
that any cell contains at most MC particles, so we allocated enough memory
to store 20×MC particles.

of 3. Therefore, we find the closest power of 3 that is not greater than the
memory limit, called p3. The final size of the sub-box BX×Y×Z is the greatest
value among p33, p3 + 1× p23, p3 + 1× p3 + 1× p3 or p3 + 2× p23, which is not
greater than the memory limit. This size includes the ghost cells and leads to
a sub-box that is not necessarily a cube. As a remark, if BX×Y×Z < 27, this
approach cannot be used, as it is impossible to load one target cell and its
ghost neighbors together. A possible configuration is provided in Figure 2.

We create as many thread-blocks as there are sub-boxes in the simu-
lation domain, avoiding iterating over the sub-boxes, while potentially in-
creasing the occupancy. The number of threads per thread-block is usually
MC × BX×Y×Z , which is the maximum number of particles in the sub-box.
Therefore, each thread copies only one particle from the global memory to
the shared memory buffer. The memory accesses are not necessarily fully co-
alesced because the position of the first particle is not aligned with the size of
a warp. The pseudocode of this implementation is provided in Algorithm 4.
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Input: Particle data, cell data, size of the shared memory
Output: The v array of the particles is modified

Function All-in-SM(particles, cells, sm size);
begin

shared sm particles[sm size];
sub box config ← computeSubBoxConfig(gridDim, blockIdx);
copy particles(sm particles, particles, sub box config);
cell target ← cells[threadIdx.x/M C];
for part target idx ← threadIdx.x to cell target.size step
blockDim.x do

part target ← sm particles[part target idx +
cell target.offset];
for cell src ← cells[getNeighbourList(cell target)] do

forall particles part source in sm particles[cell src] do
if part source ̸= part target then

p2p interaction(part target, part source);
end

end

end

end

end
Algorithm 4: Simplified All-in-SM implementation.

It is important to understand that this algorithm actually needs several
arrays, all stored in shared memory. The first one is the array of global offset
(the prefix sum array), which is simply a copy of the corresponding array
from global memory. Because these numbers are used several times in the
computation, it is better to have them in shared memory. The second one
is an array of local offset, which allows knowing the offset of the cells in
the shared memory buffer. The third one is a one-to-one mapping between
the particles’ indices in the shared memory arrays and their corresponding
indices in the global memory. The fourth one is the array of the particles’
values in the shared memory.

Building the local offset array is done in two steps, as shown in Figure 3.
First, we need to compute the number of particles inside each X-pencil of the
sub-block (an X-pencil is a sub-box with its size greater than one only in the
X dimension). This can be done by computing the difference between the
global offset of the first cell of the X-pencil, and the offset of the cell after
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Figure 3: 2D example of a local offset computation.

the X-pencil. This is valid even if this last cell is actually at the next Y or
Z coordinate due to linearization. Once we have this array, we put as first
value the offset of the corner cell. Then, we perform a prefix sum on this
array such that we obtain the values to be removed from the global offset
to obtain the local offset (each value represents the particles that are not
included in the sub-box but which are counted in the global offset). Efficient
prefix sum algorithm in shared memory is described in Section 6.

While this approach aims at maximizing the shared memory reuse, the
amount of shared memory it uses is high and a clear limitation. For instance,
if there are a maximum of 16 particles per cell, and we need 8 single precision
floating point values per particle, we need 512 bytes of shared memory per
cell. If we have 48KB of shared memory, we can load 96 cells, which is a
4x4x6 sub-box (and active 2x2x4 = 16 cells without the ghosts). And doing
so we would have only a single active block per multiprocessor because one
thread-block will use all the shared memory. Even if we have a single active
cell, we need 27 cells in shared memory, which is a 3x3x3 sub-box and will
take 13.5KB, and will allow having only 3 active blocks per multiprocessor.
Consequently, the shared memory usage is expected to have a strong impact
on the occupancy of the GPU.

The memory accesses are potentially not coalesced because the position
of the first particle of the X-pencil is not aligned with the thread index, as
the number of particles in the previous cells is not necessarily a multiple of
the number of threads in a warp.
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Target cells

Ghost cells

Unused cells

0
2

1
Load order

Figure 4: 2D example of the X-pencil. First, the X-pencil that covers the
target particles is loaded in shared memory, and use for computation. Then,
a loop in Y/Z will load the other pencils, one at a time, and use them for
computation.

5.2 Pencil Load (X-pencil)

This approach can be seen as a variant of the All-in-SM, where the sub-block
is a pencil. In addition, we do not load all the particles/cells that will be used
by the computation together, but we load them in several steps, as shown
in Figure 4. Again, the size of the pencil is limited by the amount of shared
memory available per thread-block, consequently the length of the X-pencil
is SM/(MC × sizeof(Part)), considering that sizeof(Part) is the memory
size of a particle. This length, will include the ghost cells at the extremities,
so if it is lower than 3, it would mean that this method cannot be applied
because an X-pencil of 3 cells cannot be loaded.

In this approach, there must be at least one thread per particle, because
the target particles/cells are not kept in the shared memory but only in the
registers of the threads. Therefore, this method would not work if they were
more particles in the X-pencil that the number of threads we can have in a
thread-block.

We provide an overview of our approach in Algorithm 5. First, we load
the particles of the X-pencil into shared-memory, and each thread puts its
particle into its registers. Then, each thread computes the interactions with
the cell that includes its particle and the neighbor cells that are on the same
X-pencil. Finally, we iterate along axes Y and Z (by -1/+1), and load first
the particles of the ghost cells, and then compute the interactions.

The memory accesses are potentially not coalesced because the position
of the first particle of the X-pencil is not aligned with the size of warp. This
approach requires less shared memory than All-in-SM and does not need to
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build complex arrays using a prefix sum in shared memory, which simplifies
its implementation.

The memory accesses are potentially not coalesced because the position
of the first particle of the X-pencil is not aligned with the size of warp. This
approach requires less shared memory than All-in-SM and does not need to
build complex arrays using a prefix sum in shared memory, which simplified
its implementation.

5.3 Pencil load with register storage (X-pencil-reg)

We added a variant of the X-pencil approach, where the particles are first
stored in the registers of the threads. This approach is not faster than the
X-pencil approach in practice, but it is tied to an interesting programming
pattern on GPU that we aim to present (the performance results are not
presented in the current manuscript).

In the X-pencil, the X-pencil that cover the target cells is loaded in shared
memory, and each thread puts its particle into its registers. Then, the com-
putation is performed using the previously loaded X-pencil. After that, we
iterate along axes Y and Z (by -1/+1), and load first the particles of the
ghost cells, and then compute the interactions. So for any X-pencil that is
loaded, all the target cells/particles are involved in the computation. The
X-pencil strategy is limited by the maximum number of particles that are in
an X-pencil as all of them should fit in shared memory. For L target cells,
we need to load 32 pencils of length L+2 cells (the plus two is for the ghost
cells).

In the X-pencil-reg, the target particles are first loaded in registers. Then,
we load all the needed X-pencil, one after the other, in shared memory and
perform the interactions. However, we avoid accessing the global memory for
all the particles that will be used as sources but which are included in the
target sub-box because they are already in registers. Consequently, it can
be copied to the shared memory at the right iteration. Said differently, the
registers are used as temporary storage for the target particles, and the shared
memory is used to store the source particles (which can also be targets).

The main advantage is that instead of having target cells organized as a
pencil in the X direction, we can target a sub-box of cells. This allows to
have a better occupancy and/or a better re-use of the data loaded from the
global memory in shared memory or registers. An overview of the method is
provided in Figure 5.
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Input: Particle data, cell data, size of the shared memory
Output: The v array of the particles is modified

Function All-in-SM(particles, cells, sm size);
begin

shared sm particles[sm size];
sub box config ← computeSubBoxConfig(gridDim, blockIdx);
copy particles(sm particles, particles, sub box config, blockIdx.y,
blockIdx.z);
nb particles to compute ←
get nb particles(sub box config.x interval, cells);
has to compute ← (threadIdx.x < nb particles to compute);
syncthreads();

if has to compute then
my particle ← sm particles[sub box config.x pencil offset +
threadIdx.x];
compute interactions(my particle, sm particles, cells,
has to compute);

end
syncthreads();

for Z ← Max(0, blockIdx.z-1) to Min(sub box config.z limit,
blockIdx.z+2) do

for Y ← Max(0, blockIdx.y-1) to Min(sub box config.y limit,
blockIdx.y+2) do

if Y ̸= blockIdx.y or Z ̸= blockIdx.z then
copy particles(sm particles, particles, sub box config,
Y, Z);
syncthreads();

if has to compute then
compute interactions(my particle, sm particles,
cells, has to compute);

end
syncthreads();

end

end

end

end
Algorithm 5: Simplified X-pencil implementation.
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Target cells (loaded in registers, then copied from 
registers to shared memory)

Ghost cells (loaded from global to shared memory)

Unused cells

2
3

1 Load order
(in SM)

0

Figure 5: 2D example of the X-pencil-reg. First, the target particles are
loaded in registers. Then, the source particles are loaded in shared memory
(one pencil after the other). When possible, the source particles are copied
from the registers. After each load of a pencil, the interactions are computed.
It is possible that some target cells are not involved in the computation for
some iterations, and the threads are idle, depending on the pencil’s position.

6 Prefix-sum GPU Implementation on Shared

Memory

In our full load strategy (All-in-SM), we need to compute the prefix sum
of the number of particles per cell. Most implementations are based on the
Blelloch’s algorithm, which is a simple and efficient algorithm to compute
the prefix sum on a vector processing unit. Both Blelloch’s algorithm and
ours are based on the idea of building a binary tree of sums, where each node
is the sum of its two children, and consists of an upward pass followed by a
downward one. In the upward pass, we compute the prefix sum of the array
by building the binary tree of sums. In the downward pass, we compute the
prefix sum of the array by traversing the binary tree of sums from the root
to the leaves. The complexity of the sequential algorithm is O(N), where N
is the size of the array. With N/2 threads, each will execute an algorithm
with a complexity of O(logN).

Most implementations are designed as GPU kernel that should be called
from the host [9]. The data to be processed are located in the global memory,
and the results are stored in the global memory. In our case, we need to
compute the prefix sum on shared memory, and we need to store the results
in shared memory. Consequently, we propose an implementation of the prefix
sum on shared memory, that minimizes the number of memory accesses and
do not need extra shared memory. Our implementation build a prefix tree
but put the numbers at the right places during the upward pass, and then
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during the downward pass, we compute the prefix sum of the other elements.
We provide our approach in Algorithm 6. In the upward pass, we sim-

ply accumulate values as if we were building the upper levels of the tree,
even if we do it in place. First, we sum the values at odd indices into their
left neighbors at even indices. Then, we repeat this process with the ele-
ments at odd/even indices from the previous iteration. This is why the step
variable, called js in the algorithm, is multiplied by two at each iteration.
We stop when there are no more elements to sum. For an array of 8 ele-
ments 1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1, the results after the inner loop would be
1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2, 1.2.1.4.1.2.1.4 and 1.2.1.4.1.2.1.8.

In the downward pass, we propagate the results previously computed by
the upward pass. Each node’s computed sum is added to its right child,
except for the last node of each level. Consequently, at each outer iteration,
we divide the step and shift variables by two, and we continue until the shift
step becomes 1. For our example, this would give 1.2.1.4.1.6.1.8 and
1.2.3.4.5,6.7.8.

If we consider an array of N elements, the abstract binary tree that can
cover it has a height of h = ⌈log2(N + 1)⌉. Here, h is the number of levels,
such that if the root is at level 0, the leaves are at level h−1. Our upward pass
starts from h−2 up to level 0, and our downward pass starts at level 2 down
to level h− 1. Consequently, there are a total of 2× h− 3 synchronizations,
instead of 2× h in Blelloch’s algorithm. The total number of nodes updated
during the upward pass is N−1, and N−h during the downward pass. Each
update consists of one read and one read-write. In our example, there are 5
synchronizations and 10 nodes updated.

Finally, in the case the inner loops are not parallelized by the threads with
a loop, but instead consist of a simple test to check if the element assigned to
a thread is less than N (i.e., we need at least as many threads as the number
of element to proceed in the largest inner loops), our approach can require
half the number of threads compared to Blelloch’s algorithm.

It seems that this algorithm has already been proposed in the literature,
but we could not find a reference.
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7 Experiments

7.1 Experimental Setup

We performed the experiments on three different platforms:

• NVIDIA T600 with 4GB GDDR6, 48KB of shared-memory, 40 multi-
processors, and using NVCC V12.0.76;

• NVIDIA A100 with 40GB hBM2, 48KB of shared-memory, 108 multi-
processors, and using NVCC V12.3.107.

• AMD Instinct MI210 with 64GB hBM2, 64KB of shared-memory, 104
multiprocessors, and using HIPCC V5.7.31921 (ROC 5.7.2). The HIP
code has been obtained by a simple translation of the CUDA code using
hipify-perl. 3

The code was compiled with the following flags: -O3 -arch=sm 75 for
the T600, -O3 -arch=sm 80 for the A100, and -O3 --offload-arch=gfx90a
for the MI210 (and -DNDEBUG on all). For each kernel, we execute 200 asyn-
chronous calls and take the execution time of all of them divided by 200 as
reference. We use a simulation grid with 3d number of cells, with d being 2,
4, 8, 16 or 32, and we put 1, 10 or 100 particles per cell in average. The par-
ticles are uniformly distributed in the simulation domain, such that empty
cells are very unlikely. We perform the computation in single floating point
precision.

The CUDA grid/thread-block configurations are the following:

• Par-Part-NoLoop: We use 128 threads per thread-block, and as many
blocks as needed to have one thread per particle;

• Par-Part-Loop: We use the same configuration as Par-Part-NoLoop, so
we expect to see no difference;

• Par-Cell: We use 128 threads per thread-block, and as many blocks as
there are cells;

• Par-Cell-SM: We use the same configuration as Par-Cell, and a shared
memory of 512 particles per thread-block;

3https://rocm.docs.amd.com/projects/HIPIFY/en/latest/hipify-perl.html
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• All-in-SM: We use MC×BX×Y×Z threads, which is the maximum num-
ber of particles in the sub-box. However, we limit this number to 512.
The number of blocks is the number of sub-boxes in the simulation do-
main. We remind that the size of a sub-block is limited by the amount
of shared memory available per thread-block, and in case the number of
blocks is less than the number of processors, we reduced the size of the
sub-block to ensure enough parallelism. For example, if we have enough
shared memory to have B = 2, 2, 2 but then have only 12 blocks for a
GPU with 40 processors, we will reduce the sub-block to B = 2, 1, 1
(obtaining 48 blocks);

• X-pencil: We use MC × (LX +2) threads, which is the maximum num-
ber of particles in the X-pencil, including the ghost cells. We limit this
number to 1024 (there must be less than 1024 particles in the X-pencil).
The number of blocks is the number of X-pencil in the simulation do-
main. We remind that the size of a X-pencil is limited by the amount
of shared memory available per thread-block, and in case the number
of blocks is less than the number of processors, we reduce the length of
the X-pencil to ensure enough parallelism. For example, if for a given
configuration, we have enough shared memory to have LX = 2 and
have 12 blocks for a GPU with 40 processors, we will reduce the length
of the X-pencil to 1 (obtaining 24 blocks).

The interaction kernel is the Lennard-Johns potential:

K(i, j) = 4× E0 ×
((

d(i, j)

r

)12

−
(
d(i, j)

r

)6)
. (1)

Since the particles are randomly distributed, we use a softening factor to
avoid singularities. This kernel has an arithmetic intensity of 0.4 FLOP/byte
(if we considered that a square root cost is 1 FLOP, giving a total of 21 FLOP
per interaction).

7.2 Results

Figure 6 provides the results of the experiments, with Figure 6a for the T600,
Figure 6b for the A100, and Figure 6c for the MI210. On NVidia architec-
tures, the classical solutions (Par-Part-Loop, Par-Cell and Par-Cell-SM) are
not competitive against Par-Part-NoLoop. Par-Part-Loop is providing very
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close performance, as expected because the only difference is that a if is
replaced by a for. Concerning Par-Cell, it suffers from the parallelization
over the cells, because the number of particles per cell is not necessarily a
multiple of the thread warp, which causes bad memory accesses and leads to
idle threads in the last warp of each thread-block. This is highly visible with
few interactions (and thus few particles per cell). The use of shared-memory
does not provide a significant benefit, except when there are lots of particles.
This demonstrates that this classical pattern of loading the particles in a
shared memory buffer, one cell after the other, should be used only with a
really large number of particles per cell (above 100).

Looking at the All-In-SM, we can see that it is not competitive against
Par-Part-NoLoop. We expect that the overuse of shared memory leads to a
poor GPU occupancy. Moreover, there are too many particles per cells when
the number of interactions is above 103, and so that the method becomes
unusable.

Concerning X-pencil, it can provide a performance gain in several cases,
but also a slight slowdown in few other cases. On T600, the speedup can be
as high as ×2.5, which is significant, and can be ×1.7 on the A100. However,
on A100 the speedup is more frequent.

On the AMD architecture, the X-pencil is providing a significant speedup
on most cases and with a peak of ×1.65. The Par-Cell-SM becomes compet-
itive as the number of particles increases. The All-in-SM is not competitive,
except for one case. This shows that even if the MI210 has a larger amount of
shared memory compared to the NVidia architectures, it is still not enough
to make this approach competitive.

We provide details on the profiling results using NCU (Nsight Compute
CLI) on the T600 in Figure 7. Looking at the theoretical occupancy (Fig-
ure 7b), we can see that only our two new approaches do not always reach
100%. This is expected as our approaches use a large amount of shared mem-
ory, constraining the number of threads per block that can run concurrently.
The X-pencil, which uses less memory, has a 100% potential occupancy for
some configurations. However, looking at the achieved occupancy, we can
see that most implementations are far from 100%, especially for small test
cases. While the Par-Cell-Sm has the best occupancy, it was not providing
the best execution times.

Looking at the branch efficiency (Figure 7c), we can see that most imple-
mentation have highly variable results, except for Par-Cell and Par-Cell-Sm.
This is surprising, as these two implementations use one thread-block per
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Figure 6: Performance results: speedup against Par-Part-NoLoop. The X
axis corresponds to the total number of interactions computed divided by
the number of particles. It also matches the number of particles per cell (1,
10, 100) and the simulation box division (from 2 to 32 by power of 2).
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cell, and then one thread per particle. It is clear that several threads of the
last warps will become quickly idle because the number of particles per cell
is not a multiple of the warp size. However, what is also clear, is that these
kernels have lots of loops (hence branches) such that since significant parts
of these loops will be the same for most of the threads in a block, the devi-
ation is finally low. Whereas, for Part-Par-NoLoop, there is a single branch
to know if a thread id is less than the number of particles. This test can
provoke a divergence of a significant number of threads (up to 127 threads in
our case, which is the number of threads per block minus one). But it finally
has a negligible impact on the performance.

Looking at the L2 hit ratio (Figure 7e), we can see that the strategies
that are parallel over the particles use the L2 cache less efficiently. This
is expected as the memory accesses perform by the threads can be quite
different since threads of the same warps can work on particles of different
cells. This is also valid for the All-in-SM.

Finally, in Figure 7f, we provide the computed throughput (CT). We
can see that Par-cell has a better CT than Par-Cell-Sm, even if they both
have similar performance. This induces that the gain in memory access is
mitigated by a penalty in the computation pipeline. The same happens for
X-pencil, which has a very low CT, even for cases where it has the better
performance.

The potential gain of our two methods will drop as the arithmetic inten-
sity increase. Indeed, the more computation has to be made, the less memory
bound will be the kernel, leading up to making the transfer from global mem-
ory negligible. In addition, the more floating point values are needed for the
computation, the fewer particles/cells will fit in shared memory, constraining
even more our approaches.

In Figure 1, we provide a comparison of the different architectures, and
we can notice that for a few interactions, the differences are not significant
between T600 and A100. The MI210 seems competitive for few interactions,
but then, it appears two times slower than A100. For the larger test case,
the order of the different architectures appears natural, with the A100 being
the fastest, followed by the MI210 and the T600. We remind that the MI210
has the largest shared memory capacity, but this does not provide an asset
even for the All-in-SM strategy. Also, M210 has a peak performance of
22.6TFLOP/s in single precision, while the A100 has a peak performance of
19.5TFLOP/s but remains faster.

In Figure 8, we provide a comparison of the execution time for different
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kernel configurations on the T600. We can see that as expected, the X-pencil
approach is more competitive when there are few FLOP per interaction, as
it make the execution more sensitive to the memory transfers. Concerning
the high-FLOP version, we can see that the X-pencil is not competitive, as
the memory transfers are negligible compared to the computation.

8 Related Work

The main work on particle interactions on GPU has been proposed by Nyland
et al. [10], to compute the gravitational potential. They described an efficient
implementation using shared memory, similar to the Par-Cell-SM strategy in
our article.

Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) has been used since the end of
the seventies to solve astrophysical problems ([4]). More recently, it is mas-
sively used in incompressible fluids problems ([7]). SPH methods discretize
spatial quantities by using a kernel with a given smoothing length on a set of
particles. The computation of these quantities is done by interpolating with
the kernel for each particle within a certain radius. More concretely, it solves
the Navier Stokes equations by approximating the density of a fluid and the
different forces that act on the fluid for each particle.

One of the main advantage of SPH methods over classical finite element
or finite volume method is the mesh free approach, for example to simulate
chaotic free surface with complex boundaries. Therefore, to treat large vol-
ume of fluids, with a complexity growing in O(n3) the grid based approach is
unavoidable. However, the SPH methods have the specificity to use particles
with a low number of neighbors. For example, the cubic spline kernel which
is a typical choice in this domain will have approximately 30 to 40 neighbors
per particles [5], which is what we target in this study.

There have been numerous implementations of SPH on GPU [11, 13, 6,
3, 12]. However, we did not find any studies that utilize shared memory in
the manner we aim to in this paper.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have surveyed several methods to compute interactions
between particles using a cutoff radius. We have introduced two new ap-
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proaches that aim to utilize more shared memory. As expected, while the
All-In-SM approach theoretically allows for the best reuse of shared mem-
ory, it consumes too much memory to be efficient in practice. The X-pencil
approach strikes a good balance and yields favorable results with significant
speedup in certain scenarios. Additionally, we have presented a straightfor-
ward implementation of prefix sum on GPU with minimal memory accesses.

The benefits of our approach could enhance performance in scenarios
with lower arithmetic intensity or on architectures featuring more shared
memory. However, our approach may perform poorly as arithmetic intensity
increases (shifting from being memory-bound to compute-bound), leading to
negligible memory access gains. Moreover, knowing which strategy will be
the fastest appears difficult to predict and require a profiling step for each
kernel/configuration. In the near future, we plan to assess our approach on
Intel GPU, which will likely require porting our code to SYCL.
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Appendix

1 template <class ElementType, typename IndexType>
2 __device__ void BuildPrefix_SM_device(ElementType* prefix, IndexType N) {
3 // Upward pass
4 IndexType js = 2;
5 while (js <= N) {
6 IndexType jsd2 = js / 2;
7 for (IndexType idN = threadIdx.x*js + js - 1; idN < N; idN += ...

blockDim.x*js) {
8 prefix[idN] += prefix[idN - jsd2];
9 }
10 js *= 2;
11 __syncthreads();
12 }
13
14 // Downward pass
15 js = max(4, js/2);
16 while (js > 1) {
17 IndexType jsd2 = js / 2;
18 for (IndexType idN = threadIdx.x*js + js + jsd2 - 1; idN < N; ...

idN += blockDim.x*js) {
19 prefix[idN] += prefix[idN - jsd2];
20 }
21 js = jsd2;
22 __syncthreads();
23 }
24 }

Code 1: Prefix sum implementation on shared memory.
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Input: prefix array of type NumType, N of type IndexType
Output: The prefixTree array is modified to contain prefix sums

Function buildPrefixSMDevice(prefix, N);
begin

/* Upward pass */
js ← 2;
while js ≤ N do

jsd2 ← js / 2;
for idN ← js - 1 to N-1 step js do

prefix[idN] ← prefix[idN] + prefix[idN - jsd2];
end
js ← js * 2;

end
/* Downward pass */
js ← max(4, js / 4);
while js > 1 do

jsd2 ← js / 2;
for idN ← js + jsd2 - 1 to N-1 step js do

prefix[idN] ← prefix[idN] + prefix[idN - jsd2];
end
js ← jsd2;

end

end
Algorithm 6: Sequential Prefix Sum Calculation. A parallel implemen-
tation is obtained by parallelizing the inner loops and adding a synchro-
nization just after.
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Interactions T600 A100 MI210
per Particle PPNL X-pencil PPNL X-pencil PPNL X-pencil

7 (2/1) 7.9e-06 8.3e-06 1.0e-05 1.1e-05 8.6e-06 6.9e-06
13.7 (4/1) 1.4e-05 9.1e-06 2.0e-05 1.2e-05 2.9e-05 1.9e-05
21.4 (8/1) 2.0e-05 1.2e-05 2.8e-05 1.9e-05 4.3e-05 4.1e-05
23.8 (16/1) 3.2e-05 3.4e-05 3.7e-05 2.0e-05 1.4e-04 9.8e-05
25.3 (32/1) 1.1e-04 2.3e-04 4.2e-05 3.8e-05 6.3e-04 2.3e-04
79 (2/10) 3.0e-05 2.6e-05 3.4e-05 1.8e-05 3.2e-05 4.2e-05

157.6 (4/10) 5.1e-05 3.5e-05 7.2e-05 4.6e-05 1.4e-04 7.8e-05
208.1 (8/10) 7.3e-05 5.7e-05 9.1e-05 5.6e-05 4.6e-04 4.6e-04
236.6 (16/10) 3.7e-04 4.3e-04 1.0e-04 8.1e-05 2.2e-03 1.8e-04
253.2 (32/10) 3.0e-03 3.8e-03 4.2e-04 4.0e-04 9.2e-04 1.2e-03
799 (2/100) 2.6e-04 8.4e-05 1.6e-04 1.2e-04 4.2e-04 2.7e-04

1556.6 (4/100) 4.4e-04 3.5e-04 5.2e-04 3.7e-04 3.9e-03 2.1e-03
2079.5 (8/100) 2.6e-03 3.0e-03 6.1e-04 6.1e-04 7.8e-03 5.3e-03
2373.2 (16/100) 2.2e-02 2.7e-02 3.2e-03 3.2e-03 1.2e-02 8.0e-03
2534 (32/100) 1.9e-01 2.2e-01 2.5e-02 2.5e-02 5.1e-02 5.3e-02

Table 1: Execution time comparison for Par-Part-NoLoop (PPNL) and X-
pencil on the three hardware configurations. The first column also includes
the box division and the average number of particles per cell in parentheses.
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